BUILDING YOUR OWN METAL DETECTOR HEADPHONES
By Sven Stau----Oct. 2009
Originally built for my Minelab
Musketeer.

Parts used:
1---Howard Leight Thunder 29
Headphones
2---Apha 12mm 1K Audio Taper
Potentiometer, Mouser # 313-1200F-1K
(volume control)
1---1/4” Phone jack, Mouser #55020311, nut Mouser #550-1005
Soft Limiter:
Not needed if using 600 ohm speakers
1---Green LED
1---Metal film resistor, 1.5k (1500 ohm),
one watt
1---Misc. wire
2---Kobitone 600 ohm 1.5” speakers,
Mouser #25CE500-RO
2---Speaker grills, made from tool box
drawer liner material.
1---Nexxtech Evolution Shielded Coiled
Guitar cable, 15' Part #4202473N (not
stereo)
1---PFM Glue or similar.
OPTIONAL PARTS
2---Bourns cerment 8.4 volt
1k potentiometer, Mouser
#652-3310C-111-102L
2---Alps RK097 1K audio
potentiometer (without on/off
switch)
2---Panasonic EVJ, 1k audio
potentiometer
2—Koss UR-30 speakers
2---Volume control knobs

Step 1:
Remove earmuffs from
headband.
Pull earmuff covers off,
very easy.
Remove foam.

Step 2:
Mark holes for phone jack,
volume control pots,
crossover wire.
Drill holes, I used special
drill bits for plastic. They
drill perfect holes without
melting the plastic.
Fit parts.
The crossover wire is a set
of two wires that will
go over the headband and
connect speakers;pots
together in both earcups.

Step 3:
Wiring phone jack.
If using 600 ohm speakers, limiter circuit is
not needed.
Unless you plan on adding an external
amplifier. Which is my next project with
tone control.
So I wired a limiter in place:
One end of the Green LED soldered to
rear tang on jack, other end is soldered to
one lead of a resistor. The other end of the
resistor is wired to the front tab. Resistor
value could vary depending upon speaker
ohm.
Solder two white wires to the LED leg that goes to
the rear tab, one goes to the one end of
potentiometer. The other white wire will be from the
crossover wire that goes to the other pot in the other
ear cup.
Solder two black wires to the resistor leg of the front
tab. One wire will go to the negative side of the
speaker. The other black wire will be from the
crossover wire that will go to the other ear cups
negative speaker side.

If not using the limiter, just wire white wires to rear
jack tabs. And the black wires to the front jack tabs.
Solder red (+) speaker wire to middle and outside
tab of of each potentiometer.

Run your crossover wire through the hole
in the earcup. Adjust your cross over wire,
so it's not too loose or too tight. I ran the
crossover wire through some shrink tubing
on the earcup frame to keep them tucked
in neatly. Take a crosswire and feed it
through the headband sleeve.
It may take some time.
An overhand knot was made of the
crossover wires inside each earcup, to
prevent the wires from pulling out. A dab of
PFM glue was added to the knot and
earcup, as well as a dab on the outside to
to act as a simple strain releaf.

Step 4:
Take one of the foam sound deading
material and make a small slit in. The
speaker wires will be fed through it. Dab a
dot of glue to the speaker magnet and
center speaker on to foam. Let it dry.
Insert first layer of foam into each earcup.
You may want to trim some foam away to
make it fit better. Now place the foam piece
with glued on speaker into earcup.
Step 5:
Take your earmuff covers and cut 2 grills
from the toolbox drawer liner material. The
material is practically acoustically
transparent. They should be cut oversize.
Then glue them in place.
Once dry you can snap them back onto the
earcups.

Your done.
Now just plug in your guitar cord into the
headset and detector.
Mine sounded similar to the Ratphones I once
owned.
You have now built yourself a high end set of
headphones at a big savings. The money
saved can now be put it towards your other
treasure hunting needs.
Notes:
Switching to other brands of speakers such
speakers found in Koss UR-30, Sony MDRV6 or V200's headphones or those used for
Ipods, CD players etc. will give you a different
sound than the ones I used. You can
experiment with different headphones and
speakers. When you find a set that sounds
good to you and your detectors you can always
put them inside Thunder 29, ProEar etc. shells.
Lots of audiophiles take their cheap
headphones and put them into ProEars etc.
headphone shells...they sound 100% better.
Check out Utube on-line, lots of videos--tutorials.
You could spend a little more and go for the
optional Alps or Panasonic Audio
potentiometers. You may or may not notice
much difference. They do make a difference, if
you build a audio amp. The Bourns Cerment
potentiometer used in the RatPhones, they are
environmentally sealed from the elements.
They are hard to find and need to be custom
ordered in large quantities.
You do not have to put the volume control pots on the bottom of the earcups. You can put
them on the earcup sides if that suits your needs better. I put them under the earcups, they
seem to be less likely to get bumped out of adjustment.
Using the mono guitar cord will also work with other Minelab, Garrett and Fisher, etc. metal
detectors. For those that it will not, just get yourself a mono jack to stereo plug adapter from
Radio Shack etc. then plug that end into the metal detector.

Headphone shells, are basically industrial hearing protectors used in factories, construction
sites, gun shooting ranges, etc. Metal detector headphone manufacturers such as
Detectorpro, Killer Bees, Ratphones, Chef-phones..............will use these hearing protectors
to build their headphones.
The most popular hearing protectors used are the ProEars. There are three main comfortable
varieties to choose from. Retail $20-$35.00
The other similar shells to ProEars are
manufactured by Howard Leight, made in
Switzerland. Sold worldwide and priced
cheaper than the ProEars, claimed to be
better; more comfortable than ProEars. I
used the Howard Leight Thunder 29's.
Howard Leight also produces another
fantastic shell called the Leightning L2F
folding ear muff. These are used in building the UK's popular
Chef-phones. Retail $15-30.00

The latest Ratphones MSA headphones are made using shells
made by MSA Sordin, model is the “Left/Right Low” which come
in 3 colors yellow, white and blue. Retail $25.00

All the above hearing protectors can be found on the web by
doing a Google “shopping” Search or by checking out Ebay.
Priced new and used from $4.00 to $30.00 per set.

Speaker Tip:
Check garage sales, thrift shops, etc. for high end audio headphones at crazy low prices. You
want them for the speakers to experiment with. Chances are the speakers are in great shape.
Cosmetically they may not be too appealing, with only cracked, torn, deteriorating foam ear
pads.

Do your headphones fit too tight on your head??
ProEars and Thunder 29's that are made of plastic with plastic headbands can be adjusted to
to a comfortable fit. Carefully grab the headband at each end and slowly bend upwards a little
at a time. Try them on, bend a little more if needed until they fit just right.

What they cost me to build my headphones:
Thunder 29 new from Ebay...............................................$4.00
2 potentiometers.............................................2 x $2.16 = $4.32
Phone jack and nut............................................................$0.65
2 Speakers.........................................................................$5.14
Resistor and LED...............................................................$0.50
Wire, shrink tubing, knobs, left over from other projects... $0.00
Guitar Cord.......................................................................$14.99
Total Cost (does not include any shipping charges)........$29.10

WIRING DIAGRAMS
For those that will find a wiring diagram helpful, I have added two. One with the limiter and
one without the limiter. If your using 600 ohm speakers, limiter is not needed.
With Limiter

REVISION May 29, 2010
The limiter used may not work with some detectors that already have sound enhancers built into them.
They increase the volume of surface objects beyond what the limiters will handle because of the ohms
of the speakers. 600 ohm speakers tend to amplify all signals naturally by themselves. It is suggested by
another hobbyist that 50-100 ohm speakers may be a better option to use with the limiters.
Or build the headphones without the limiter and build a limiter per schematics below.
The schematics below work with 50 ohm speakers and will control surface target signals from being too
loud.

Without Limiter

Volume Too Loud??
When volume controls are turned down to min. using the Kotone 600 ohm speakers and 5k
potentiometers, is the volume too loud ? This can happen if your detector puts out a high volume
amount.
You can tame the volume by replacing the two 1K volume control potentiometers
with two 5K pots. They must be ¼ watt. Or the volume power coming from the detector will wear out the
wiper inside the pot. Then add a ¼ resistor in line to reduce volume at low and high potentiometer
settings. You can taylor this to your hearing by choosing either a 2k2, 3k3, 5k6 and so on resistor.
I found that 2k2 resistor value is perfect for my hearing. See wiring diagram below.
Warning, using any headphones with too loud of a volume can contribute to hearing loss.
If you don't have Audio pots on hand, you can also use Linear pots. I was told no real advantage in
detector headphones if you use Audio.

MONO TO STEREO PLUG
If using the mono guitar patch cord to connect your headphone from the earcup to the detector. Bare in
mind that it is set up for mono. If your detector is set up for stereo headphones you'll need an mono to
stereo adapter plug.
Now you can also take that mono guitar cord and make it work with either mono or stereo metal
detectors. Remove one of the mono plugs from the cord and resolder to a stereo plug.
White wire is ground and soldered to the sleeve and the red wire gets soldered to the tip and ring
contacts.

Stereo Plug

Mono Plug

You can now use your headset with either a mono detector or stereo detector by just reversing the plug
ends that go into the detector and headset. No need for a stereo/mono switch.

Detector Plug Set-ups
Useful illustration by Ratphones

__________________________________________________________________________

For those that want to experiment.
You can build a separate amplifier to boost weak signals and limit loud surface target
sounds with the gadgets on the next several pages.

